
 

PREPARED BY THRU JAI GANESH 
 

4 days 3 Nights 

Ipoh,Cameron Highland,Taiping and Kuala Sepetang Package for 8 Pax 

(Package specially tailored for Singapore Client. Easy and flexi Tour Package) 

 

Day 1  

Evening- Arrive Ipoh. Pickup will be done from Ipoh Airport straight to Ipoh town for Dinner at Ipoh" 
Famous Ipoh Beans Sprout Chicken”. Once Dinner is over will walk around the Ipoh Local Street and local 
night market (Gerbang  Malam) for one hour then back to Urban & Chill Homestay for check in and rest. 
Tour End for the Day (#Take note Dinner is inclusive) 

Day 2 Tour:  

Tour begin at 8.00 am will go to Ipoh Town for Street Food Breakfast before we start Heading to 
Cameron Highland.(Take Note Breakfast is Inclusive) The Journey will take around 1 and half or 2 hours 
depends on the traffic condition. Once reach Cameron Highland  

1) First Stop-Will be Cameron Lavender to check some beautiful flowers.(Ticket on your own) 

2) Second Stop -Will be Rose Garden to check on Roses (Ticket on your own) 

3)Third Stop- Transfer from MPV to 4 Wheel Drive to explore the Mountain Top of Mossy Forest with 
guided and will do short trekking to see some jungle tree, wild flower and birds. After an hour short 
trekking we will continue over journey to Sg Palas Boh Tea Estate to check on the Tea Factory where we 
will be explain about how tea is made and spend around 1 hour to take a photo on beautiful  of view Tea 
estate and enjoy cup of Boh Tea and pastries. (Light food on your own expenses due to late lunch) 

4) Fourth stop-We will move on shift back to MPV on go to next destination that is Bee Farm to check on 
Honeys produced from Cameron Highland. 

5) Fifth stop - Journey continues to Kea Farm Cameron Highland local Market to see some local 
vegetables and fruits.  

6) Sixth stop-Then we continue over Tour to Time tunnel to check on Cameron Highland local museum 
for some photos (Ticket on your own) 

7) Seventh stop-We will have late lunch in Brinchang town where we will have Steam Boat for our Lunch 

8) Eight Stop- Journey will continue to Red Big Strawberry and you can try strawberry ice-cream or shake 

9) Ninth stop- Journey will continue to Cameron Tea Valley where you can round by buggy or walk 
around (Ticket on your own)to see the beautiful scenery. 

10) Last Stop- We will descend to Tapah on the way we will stop at Lata Iskandar Waterfall. Take note 
just take photo. No swimming. 

Then off to Ipoh to have dinner in Town at Sun Tuck Kee where they have their famous Mee(Dinner is 
inclusive) before heading back to Condo for Rest and Sleep. 
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(#Take note to wear some casual type wear quick dry and nice pairs of shoes for trekking. For people 
having motion sickness please get some medicine since the roads at Cameron Highland is winding so it is 
good to take this pill upfront to avoid any issue. The Itinerary subject to change depends on the traffic 
and the climate 

Day 3 Tour: 

Tour Begin at 8.00 am will go to Ipoh Town for Breakfast to enjoy the famous Ipoh Dim Sum. (Take Note 
Breakfast inclusive) 

1) First Stop-Over journey start to very Famous Cave Temple Perak Tong to see 12 feet sitting 
Buddha and do some hiking on top of the cave to check on the view to see view of Ipoh city. 
 

2) Second Stop-The Journey continue to Perak Kek Lok Tong to check the magnificent beautiful 
cave and the Zen Japanese Garden. 
 

3) Third Stop-Journey to have Famous Nasi Briyani Anarkali with Fish Head Curry at Salem                
(Please take note customer who don’t want Briyani can opt for plain rice) 
 

4) Then journey continue to Taiping will take around 1 hour drive before reach Taiping 
 

5) Fourth Stop- The Journey Begin with Taiping Lake Garden where you can have boat ride      
(Ticket on your own) 
 

6) Fifth Stop- The continue our journey to Mangrove Forest to check on the forest and take 
pictures 
 

7) Sixth Stop- Journey continue to check on Charcoal Factory to see how they make the charcoal  
 

8) Seventh Stop- Off to Kuala Sepetang for River Cruising the journey will take around 2 hours 
(Ticket included) 
 

Activities 
 
-River Cruise 
-Fish Farm 
-Eagle Feeding 
-Dolphin (if got lucky able to see) 
-Sunset 
-Firefly 

       9) Eight Stop- Dinner at very famous Seafood restaurant at Kuala Sepetang (Take Note Dinner is       
inclusive) off back to Ipoh for to take rest and Sleep. 
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Day Four Tour: 

Begin at 8.00am straight for Breakfast at very Famous white coffee at Nam Heong (Take note Breakfast 
is inclusive).Once complete our Journey start to Kampar Town 

1)First Stop- Gua Tempurung to check the Beautiful cave around  1 hour(Ticket on your own) 

2)Second Stop- To see local product off Kampar Roti Kari Ayam and Chicken Biscuit 

3)Third Stop –To check on Ghost Mansion of Batu Gajah Kellie Castle(Ticket on your own) 

4)Fourth Stop-Journey Begin to Tanjung Tualang Town For Famous Seafood Lobster Lunch once 
completed(Lunch is included) 

5)Fifth Stop-Journey begin to Local Pamelo Orchard and if interested can buy 

6)Sixth Stop-Going back to town to buy some local product before the end of the tour and back to 
Airport. 

 

Price per Person Inclusive accommodation, Tour and Food not included ticket. Per Pax is SGD500 

Total pax 8 person=4000 SGD. 

 

Tour Guide: Mr. Thru Jai Ganesh 

Email add: thirujganesh@gmail.com 

 

 

                                                                            

 


